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Squeeze balloon near
top spot.

Push
balloon

down
against

strap.

Pull with other hand.

Stretch Matrix Stretch open both
panels of the Heart
in the same way;
starting in the same 
place, pulling in the 
same d i rec t ion ,  
correcting any twist
in the straps as you
go.

Size balloons
8” diameter

(20.4 cm.)
Tie 274 balloons
close together & cut
off extra below knots
OR  tie at neck ends.

Place knot 
against strap.

Load balloon pairs.

Work on table or 
other flat surface.

Start with opening 
at point of Heart.

Inflate &
squeeze balloons

Spray
     paint & extra

adhesive if desired.

Unfold Matrix

1
PREPARE
MATRIX

2
PREPARE
BALLOONS

3
LOAD

BALLOONS

4
FILL

PANELS

5
CONNECT
PANELS

Center
strap on
balloon

Tie 50 balloons as 
singles with the knot
near the lips of the
balloon.  These will
be used to join the
two halves of the heart
and as replacements.

Squeeze balloon near
knot & roll forward.

Pull strap & roll top 
spot
in.

Fill Matrix from point
at bottom of heart
toward top.

The top spot
of balloon

goes
on

strap.

Start at point of heart.
Connect each set
of tabs.

Squeese opposite
edges of heart and 
insert single balloons,
tail first, into openings.

The large hollow space inside the RMS™ Puffed Heart can accomodate a low wattage electric light centered inside.

Visit our web site at   http://RouseInternational.com   for photos and more decorating products and decorating ideas.

Ask your distributor about other Rouse Products to make ballooning more fun, more effective, and more profitable.

The heart panel will 
curve upward as you
fill in the balloons.

Repeat for second
heart panel with 
same side turned up.

Turn over panels &
“massage” balloons
for smooth, regular
finish.

Center straps on 
balloons.

Press balloon against
strap & 1st balloon.

TIP:  Many paints are brittle when dry and will crack off the Matrix when the plastic is bent.  Test paint before use.

TIP:  The best balloon inflation size can vary depending on softness and slickness of balloons.  Test for best results.

Matrix has lite coat
of adhesive.

To  color  Matrix, 
spray paint on top of
adhesive, let dry,
then add final coat
of adhesive (3-M
#77 is suggested).

Simply insert one tab end
through the heart shaped
opening in a matching tab.
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Place one heart panel
on the other, open
side to open side.


